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Welcome to the LOFAR Wiki !

PLEASE NOTE
The LOFAR wiki has been migrated to a new server. The old URL's starting with
http://www.lofar.org/wiki (or ../operations) are now obsolete and will be removed. From now on
please only use https://www.astron.nl/lofarwiki.
This wiki has a new editor. Text can now be edited and formatted as in other word processors
without having to know the special wiki syntax. In pages with embedded html this editor may
not work properly. In those cases you can switch back to the original Dokuwiki editor called "DW
Edit".

Welcome to the LOFAR Wiki !
This is the LOFAR wiki, the information exchange board for all people actively involved in the LOFAR
project. A small part of this Wiki space is public, but most is restricted and requires registration.
General LOFAR information can be found on the LOFAR website, NOT in this Wiki!
Users who want access to this Wiki can sent a request by email to the Wiki administration
address: ro_wiki at astron dot nl.
Users that have an account can log in using the button in the upper right corner.
After logging in you can change your password in the proﬁle settings.
Shortcuts to main LOFAR wiki sections are given in the side-panel on the left. Alternatively use the
search box in the top right corner.
FIRST TIME USERS SHOULD READ THE INTRODUCTION AND GUIDELINES FIRST!

Visitor Sections
LOFAR access
Meetings, Workshops, Reports, docs
Science
International partners
User Software
Other Sections and a Search bar can be found on the left side of this page.

Contact
All questions and remarks about this wiki can be send to the Wiki administrator (ro_wiki (at) astron
(dot) nl).
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